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bleep bloop. This game is Awesome! need more people playing this!! Only thing is that it needs more people playing. Each class
is strong in its own way. This is a great pvp game. Its super new, you should buy it !! I can only see good things for this game
coming down the line.. Pros: The game has beautiful graphics for an indie game The gameplay is fun and has great adaptivity
with lots of bonus abilities Has only cosmetic micro-transactions Cons: No players online so mainly play with bots Not a wide
variety of characters/character types Leaderboard doesnt have a "find me" function No steam achievements/Trading cards
Rating: Overall i would say this game deserves a solid rating of 7/10, would probably me an 8/10 if it had alot of players.. This
game is amazing, all classes feel nice, But mage feels a little weak. even tho it is a casual game, I feel like it could have a
competitive side, maybe ranked or somthing etc. It just doesn't feel rewarding to play as you get nothing for playing games.. I
like this game for 3 reasons. 1. It has cool maps and enviornments for your character to roam around and kill people in. 2.
Classes that fit in wih the game and that have their own unique attacks, style, and look. 3. It's a fun challenging game for
everyone to play for everyone to play. I recommend this game to everyone who likes these types of games or who jut like
playing games. It's a great game but it just needs help growing. This is what this review and the other reviews are for.. love this
game cant wait to see more people playing. ENG: Good a game!? YES! Unique a game? YES! F2P moba game? Hope so not
never, so NO! No f2p games to me so, yes then to me! Cheap? Yes, even game worth more & was already too cheap to me so,
YES! Offline singelplayer moba with bots!? YES! Better that Paragon!? YES! Better that Overwatch!? YES! Better that
Paladins!? YES! Better that Smite!? YES! FUN!? Absolute! So, YES! IGN 10/10! Best third person view no fp2 -moba game
what i was ever played! FIN: Hyvu00e4 peli!? KYLLu00c4! Uniikki peli!? KYLLu00c4! F2P moba peli? Toivottavastai ei
ikinu00e4 tai muitakaan f2p peleju00e4 joten, kyllu00e4 minulle! Halpa? Kyllu00e4! Peli on kyllu00e4 arvokaampikin mut,
kuitenkin liiankin halpa juuri itselleni, joten kyllu00e4! Offline yksinpelattava moodi botteja vastaan? KYLLu00c4! Parempi
kuin Paragon!? KYLLu00c4! Parempi kuin Paladins!? KYLLu00c4! Parempi kuin Overwatch? KYLLu00c4! Parempi kuin
Smite? KYLLu00c4! Hauska!? Ehdottomasti! Joten, KYLLu00c4! IGN 10/10! Paras ikinu00e4 pelaamani kolmannen
persoonan kulmasta pelattava ei f2p -moba peli!. love this game cant wait to see more people playing. Overpower Still In Early
Access Overpower can be best described as a combination of MOBA and MMO genres. It is a third person shooter where you
have multiple game modes at your disposal. The game modes available here are Deathmatch, Team Deathmatch, Last team
standing, control points and critter capture, all of which are pretty basic affairs for a multiplayer focused game. The gameplay
of Overpower is fast and fluid where there is little to no complaint about the standard shooting. There are 4 classes available in
Overpower which are the main selling point. They are as follows: Assassin Mage Rogue Archer As is visible, all of the classes
play very differently and bring a lot of different abilities to the battlefield. They all have choices of different weapons and a
class ability. There is also a gem ability aside from the class abilities which are more unique such as cursing an assassins knife
which does huge damage to the opponent. Each hero comes with his/her own 5 special gem abilities which if used correctly can
turn the tide of a battle. There are 10 maps in total to play around in which is a fair amount considering its still in early access.
The graphics of Overpower reminds me of games like Orcs must die, which I adored. There is a cartoony feel as you play the
game and even when it is low-res, it looks lovely. There is a very serious lack of players online which might not be that big of a
trouble when the game comes out of development. There are a couple of bugs here and there too but nothing game breaking.
The game is receiving patches and updates at a fairly fast rate which makes it look like a game with high potential. Overpower
caters to a lot of gamers needs with good graphics, a fair amount of maps and game modes and fleshed out character classes.
This is a game which can take the full and proper use of early access and be a great game when it comes out. This review is part
of the Steamified Community Review program. For similar reviews and fantastic giveaways please visit .
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